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1.1. Overview and Current status of UNGC and GCNJ
Human Face to the Global Market
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【UNGC 10 Principles】
Human Rights

01. Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed

Labour

02. make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses.

0

human rights; and
03. Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition
of the right to collective bargaining;
04. the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour;
05. the effective abolition of child labour; and

You, the business leaders, and We, the United Nations, initiate a
Global Compact which will give a human face to the global market.

06. the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.
Environment

08. undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and
09. encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.
Anti-Cortuption

January 1999
World Economic Forum

07. Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges;

10. Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery.

19,500

Participants
as of March 2022
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15,478

Companies

165

Countries

468

Japanese Participants

1.2. Annan’s vision and four initiatives
MDGs／SDGs

Business Model
Opportunity

Vision
Realization
Goal
KPI

Guidelines
for
Business and Human
Rights

Annan’s Vision
PRI
ESG

Investor・Finance・Management
E・S・G Financial Integration

Human Face to the
Global Market

NAP・Human Rights Policy・DD
Integration of Human Rights into
the Business

Ruggie
Framework

Value

Platform for Business
activities
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Principle
Compact

UNGC
10 Principles

Platform for Business
activities

SDGs for Japanese
Companies from
GCNJ's Fact-Finding
Survey
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2.1.

Background and Aims of the Reorganization of the 2022 Survey
 Limitations of *traditional "externals and statistical surveys" (* annual fixedpoint survey since September 2016)
•
•
•

Difficult to grasp the reality of SDGs practice in companies
Inability to see each goal of the SDGs and the progress and challenges of each
company
Sluggish response rate due to increased corporate burden of surveys

 Themes are narrowed down and questions are asked in a step-by-step
process by the experts.
•
•
•

UNGC Priority：G5 ・G8 ・G13 ・G16
GCNJ Priority ：G12
It can be a checklist/guideline to help the respondents reach their goals.

 Make the survey something that companies will “want to answer!”
•
•
•
7
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“Visualization” and feedback of progress levels and issues for each company
Supporting the achievement of the SDGs through dialogue and monitoring with
companies
Continuously monitor corporate progress and ensure effective promotion.

2.2. Penetration of the SDGs as Seen in the 2022 Survey
GC member companies are increasingly recognizing and integrating the SDGs
into their management.
Q7：Around 80% or more, from top management to employees, are aware of and understand the SDGs.
Q8：More than 60% of companies are at the stage of integrating the SDGs into their management (Step 4) or reporting (Step 5).
Q7 Regarding the level of awareness of the SDGs within your company/organization, please select
Ｑ７
貴社・団体内でのSDGsの認知度について、あてはまる状況を下記より選択（複数回答）
the situation
that applies to you (multiple responses allowed).

Q8
which step defined in theCompass」で定義されているどのステップに現状ありますか？
SDG Compass is your company or organization currently located?
Ｑ８At 貴社・団体内は「SDG
Step１
Understanding the SDGs

CSR and Sustainability staff
recognize and understand

Step２
Defining priorities

Top management recognizes
and understands

Step３
Setting goals

Middle management
recognizes and understands

Step４
Integrating

Employees recognize and
understand

Step５
Reporting and communicating
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（Unit ：％、2020：n＝208、2021：n＝223）

 But still on the threshold of "transformation”
⇨ The following two events are discussed here.
 Event 1. G5 : Gender equality

 Event 2. G12 : Circulating economy
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（Unit ：％、2020：n＝208、2021：n＝223）

Event 1 G5 : Is "gender equality" making progress?
【Experts point out issues】
The establishment of systems as compliance with laws and regulations for "women's
success" is progressing.
However, what the SDGs originally call for is "gender equality.”

In Japan
•

Discrimination due to "gender role consciousness" and "unconscious bias" persists in
companies and families.

•

We would like to take advantage of the "women's success" trend to "transform" into
sustainable "gender equality."
⇨ Changing Gears to "Raise Awareness of Sexism"
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Event 2 G12 : Actual state of corporate efforts in the circular economy
Typical circular economy business efforts：Executing rate（Q32,Q33 S1-13）
Overall
Clarification of specific policies
Procurement of sustainable raw materials
Introduction of recycling-oriented product design
Use and switch to recycled materials and recycled resources
Development and introduction of renewable alternative materials
Environmental information on material efficiency
Reduction of packaging materials and resource conservation
of containers and packaging
Extension of product value period
Development of sharing services
Product as a "service" offering
Machinery and equipment

Introduction of returnable system and product deposit system

Industry, transportation, electricity, gas, etc.

Establish a system to collect and recycle used products

Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals

Establish a system to collect, repair, resell, and remanufacture
used products

Food, distribution, local government, etc.
Overall

Collection, reuse and recycling of used products and resources,
including products of other companies
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Number of responses: 158 companies (total number of companies that responded that they have already implemented each item)

<Citation> Mizuki Kato, Researcher, Sustainable consumption and production areas, IGES

Event 2 G12 : Transformation to a "circular economy”
Two-tier approach
1. 3R activities, such as resource recycling, are widespread (70% of companies
are implementing them)
【Example】

•
•
•

Joint plastic oilification projects in the petroleum and chemical industries
Collaboration in the beverage industry with other companies in the same
industry and in the value chain
Commercialization of collection, refilling, and recycling in the medical,
cosmetics, detergent, and other industries in the same industry, municipalities,
distribution, and consumers.

2. Some circular economy (CE) initiatives, such as sharing services (14%) and
offering products as a service (31%), have also been implemented.
【Example】 •
•

J. Front Retailing's Fashion Subscribe Business
Container sharing service by Nissha and NEC SI

 Leveraging Japan's 3Rs and business-to-business networks for CE
transformation
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 CE offers opportunities for non-manufacturing companies to participate in
business

2.3.

Issues Identified and Future Direction
 Challenges of the SDGs as Seen in the Survey - Summary of Experts'
Remarks  In many cases, compliance with laws and regulations is pursued without basic level changes.


If we are satisfied with conforming to policies and laws, we will not reach the original goal of the SDGs.



Overall, consideration for stakeholders in the value chain and supply chain is weak.



Low level of interest and implementation by small and medium-sized enterprises in many goals

 Important for SDGs Transformation
 Top leadership focusing on the "essence" of each SDGs goals
 Goal setting and PDCA cycle at country, government and corporate level
 Public support and guides for small and medium-sized enterprises, etc.
 Promotion of "SDGs Transformation" of business community by UNGC/GCNJ
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http://www.ungcjn.org
Find us on social media
Facebook: @ungcnj Twitter: @GlobalCompactJP

